On the basis of a fïve-month study in Choiseul, St. Lucia, where "smallholders ... speak French Creole (patois) more easily than English" (p. 83), Crichlow sets forth her view, joining "those who call for restoring family land tenure to its rightful place alongside other recognized forms of tenure" (p. 78). She begins her analysis "in the immediate post-emancipation era, since this is the period from which institutionalists find evidence for their arguments of resistance and antagonism to plantation production" (p. 80). She argues that after emancipation smallholders exhibited both resistance and accommodation to the plantation system, "primarily through the control of land under various forms of tenure, including family land, free hold land, land under common tenantry, or metayage," citing Sidney Mintz (1989:155) to the effect that " [t] he formation of a Caribbean 'peasantry' was at once an act of resistance and an act of westernization" (pp. 80-81). She claims her "exploratory findings scratch the surface of the workings of family land tenure in other Caribbean islands," and reveal "the need for more rigorous research ... based on case studies, life histories, and in depth interviews in order to further isolate and link family land tenure with the rest of the agricultural sector" (p. 94).
I briefly respond to these views and then suggest that Crichlow's "preliminary" findings (p. 93) support my own. By setting polemic aside, we may consolidate our understanding of the complex relation of Caribbean peasantries to land. My analyses of Caribbean peasant land tenure -in the three articles (Besson 1979 (Besson , 1984 (Besson , 1987 drawn on by Crichlow and in many other places -are based on rigorous research during the period 1968-94, both in Jamaica and in the Eastern Caribbean.
1 I have both isolated family land tenure and linked it with the rest of the agricultural sector. For example, I identified multiple legal and customary tenures in Martha Brae, a Jamaican village encompassed by plantations, before isolating family land for further analysis. I related the "mosaic of land tenures resulting from land scarcity," and elaborated by provision ground tenures including squatting and "free land" on plantations, to the internal differentiation of the peasantry (Besson 1984:58; 1988:42) .
I have not been primarily interested in the origins of family land, but in a range of areas: origins and persistence, regional distribution, internal structure and dynamics (including gender relations), articulation with the legal system and with common tenure, and implications for hidden history and sustainable development. Regarding origins and persistence, I have questioned (not supported) Clarke's Africanist/Ashanti thesis, arguing that family land is not a cultural survival from Africa or Europe, but represents culture-building by Caribbean peasants in response and resistance to the plantation system and other land monopoly such as by mining and tourism, Family land also reflects the positive values of the peasantries. My historical perspective extends beyond the post-emancipation period to slavery, when slaves of both genders created customary tenurial systems in proto-peasant adaptations. I have identified a range of strategies by exslaves for obtaining land, including purchase, rental, squatting, and remaining on plantations. Family land evolved within this wider context and its unrestricted cognatic system -incorporating women and men, and female and male descendants, including non-residents -differs from African unilineal transmission (e.g. Ashanti matrilineal landholding), which functions with extensive land. Caribbean cognatic systems, forged in land scarcity to maximize freehold rights and family lines among descendants of chattel slaves, are similar to Pacific island cognatic tenures -though family land may be reinforced by African cognitive orientations. But only in the interiors of Suriname and French Guiana has there been enough land and relative autonomy to forge African-type matrilineal systems.
I have drawn on Beckford's plantation economy thesis but gone beyond it. Beckford (1972:76) focused on the persistent poverty generated by plantations, and argued that the plantation system resulted in "weak" families and communities. My anthropological findings, by contrast, have shown the strength of Caribbean villages and landholding kin groups created in response and resistance to land monopoly. This conclusion has advanced Mintz's thesis (1989:132-33 ) that "Caribbean peasantries represent a mode of response to the plantation system and its connotations, and a mode of resistance to imposed styles of life." My concept of "resistance" is taken from Mintz and is more complex than confrontation; for "some of the most effective forms of resistance were built upon prior adaptation" (Mintz 1989:76) .
My usage of "institution," to refer to the family land systems created by slaves and their descendants through this process of creolization, is drawn not from M.G. Smith, but from Mintz and Price (1992:19) , who observe that "the organizational task of enslaved Africans in the New World was that of creating institutions -institutions that would prove responsive to the needs of everyday life under the limiting conditions that slavery imposed upon them." They specifically subsume normative and recurrent relationships under these institutions.
Despite my own earlier critique of Clarke and M.G. Smith, Carnegie (1987) mistakenly assumed that my use of "institution" supported M.G. Smith's plural society thesis, with its idiosyncratic "institutional analysis." Thus Michel-Rolph Trouillot (1989:324) , in his review of the CarnegieBesson exchange, sums up: "the problem is in part terminological: what constitutes an institution?" Here, he says, "the distinction between the 'social' and the 'cultural', which Besson picks up from Mintz, represents an advance in the discussion." Such distinctions between structure and action provided the basis of my "intersystem" analysis of the articulation of family land with the Jamaican legal code, and of my own critique of M.G. Smith's plural society thesis and Clarke's conflict-only approachwell before Carnegie's and twenty years before Crichlow. I analyzed five variants of social/social organizational interaction between the cultural/ social structural systems of family land and the Jamaican legal code: the imposition by the state of legal elements on family land; "crab antics" or the selection, by individuals, of aspects of the legal code to challenge the family land system; individual selection of legal elements to reinforce, adjust or create family land; the indirect reinforcement of family land by aspects of the legal code; and the transformation of areas of the law by customary family-land principles. Lesley McKay (1987) pursued this approach, while Crichlow's focus on land titling and registration parallels my fïrst variant. Here Trouillot (1989:324-25) was right in arguing that both . Carnegie and I "are, in fact, trying to perfect what I would call a 'historical-processual' model ... along the lines established by Mintz"; "the only issue on which Carnegie and Besson really differ, in my view, is that of African retentions; my own position on this is closer to that of Besson." While acknowledging the "uneconomic" aspects of family land tenure from a capitalist perspective (reinforcing the analysis of unrestricted cognation), I have defended family land systems as adaptive modes of tenure, land use and transmission, "rather than anachronistic cultural remnants inhibiting agricultural progress" (Besson 1984:73) ; I have argued that land monopoly constrains agricultural development. I have shown that voluntary non-use by absentee co-heirs may enable intensive cultivation; that common tenures provide further evidence of adaptation and resistance; and that tenures rooted in kinship and community are bases of sustainable development and repositories of hidden history.
Several scholars have found these perspectives useful (e.g. Mintz 1989: xxvii), and Crichlow's substantive preliminary findings tend to corroborate them. Thus she states that family land is not "an anachronism" (p. 77). Her study underlines the significance of family land, which "may or may not exist alongside other tenure types" (p. 77); in Choiseul "76 percent of land owners held family land" and "[m]ost people ... had no other land but family land" (pp. 82-83). Furthermore, "70 percent of our respondents feel that (all things being equal) family land should remain as is"; that is, regard it as inalienable (Crichlow p. 91) . Like Carnegie and like myself, Crichlow uses the family land concept in what is clearly an institutional sense. She provides evidence of the relation between family land and other small-scale tenures, and with the legal code; though her statement that "[c]ustomary land tenure, more familiarly known as family land" overlooks other customary tenures such as common land and squatting, and her assertion that family land is not "nonlegal" begs the question of her definition of "customary land tenure" (p. 77).
Crichlow also highlights the role of family land in the context of land scarcity: "[w]ithout the existence of family land, a large number of poor people, particularly women, would not have had access to land," thus "the possession of family land saved them from a state of landlessness" (p. 83). She notes the importance of landholding families and their inclusion of women (pp. 83, 87, 93-94) ; and identifies the variants of residence/ absenteeism/voluntary non-use and amity/conflict, the overlapping claims, and the right of migrants to return (pp. 90-93) that typify unrestricted landholding corporations. She rightly concludes that family land is not an obstacle to development, despite the tendencies towards voluntary nonuse and underproduction, as seen from a capitalist perspective, deriving from unrestricted cognation; and she shows that family land may sometimes be intensively cultivated (pp. 84, 90-93) . She also identifies the link between family-land holders and French Creole-speakers in St. Lucia (p. 83), reinforcing Acosta and Casimir's (1985:35, 39 ) analysis of family land and French Creole as parallel aspects of a St. Lucian "counter-plantation system" rather than "the very source of backwardness". In sum, therefore, and in spite of her criticism of my work, Crichlow's findings mainly support my own conclusions. 
